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THE PROPER FORCING AXIOM AND THE SINGULAR CARDINAL

HYPOTHESIS

MATTEO VIALE

Abstract. We show that the Proper Forcing Axiom implies the Singular Cardinal Hypothesis. The

proof uses the reflection principleMRP introduced by Moore in [11].

Introduction. In one of the first applications of the forcing techniques, Easton [3]
showed that the exponential function κ 7→ 2κ on regular cardinals can be arbitrary
modulo some mild restrictions. The situation for singular cardinals is much more
subtle. For instance, Silver [12] showed that the Singular Cardinal Hypothesis SCH

cannot fail first at a singular cardinal of uncountable cofinality. Recall that SCH

states that 2κ = κ+, for all singular strong limit cardinals κ. However, it is known
that SCH can fail first even at ℵù.
The role of large cardinals in this context is twofold. On one hand they are
necessary for the construction of models of the negation of SCH since any such
model has an inner model with measurable cardinals (see [6] for a survey of Prikry
type forcings and applications to SCH). On the other hand it is a theorem of
Solovay [13] that SCH holds above a strongly compact cardinal. Forcing axioms
imply reflection principles similar to the one used in Solovay’s proof, thus it was
reasonable to expect that they would also settle SCH. Indeed, in [4], Foreman,
Magidor and Shelah showed that the strongest forcing axiom, Martin’s Maximum
MM, implies SCH. This was later improved by Veličković [14] who also showed that
SCH follows from PFA

+. In fact, what is shown in [14] is that if è > ℵ1 is regular
and stationary subsets of [è]ù reflect to an internally closed and unbounded set,
then èù = è. This, combined with Silver’s theorem, implies SCH. At this point, it
was left open whether SCH is a consequence of PFA.
Very little progress wasmade on this problem for over fifteen years. Then, in 2003,
Moore [11] introduced a new reflection principle, theMapping Reflection Principle
MRP and deduced it fromPFA. He showed thatMRP implies the continuum is equal
to ℵ2 and the failure of 2(κ), for all κ > ℵ1. MRP has many features in common
with the reflection principles which follow from MM, so it should be expected that
MRP could affect the behaviour of the exponential function also on higher cardinals.
In fact, Moore showed in [10] that if MRP holds and κ > ù1 is a regular cardinal
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with a nonreflecting stationary set consisting of points of countable cofinality, then
κù1 = κ. This, combined with the above result of Veličković, strongly suggests that
PFA implies SCH. In this paper we confirm this conjecture.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section § 1 we prove that if MRP holds
then κù = κ for all regular cardinals κ > ù1. This, together with Silver’s theorem,
implies that SCH follows from PFA. In § 2 we show that the result can be refined
and applied to study another interesting problem in the area of forcing axioms, i.e.
to investigate what kind of forcing notions can preserve this type of axioms.
Our notation is standard and follows [7] and [11]. For a regular cardinal è, we
use H (è) to denote the structure (H (è),∈, <) whose domain is the collection of
sets whose transitive closure is of size less than è and where < is a predicate for a
fixed well ordering of H (è). If X is an uncountable set, C ⊆ [X ]ù is closed and
unbounded (club) if there is f : [X ]<ù → X such that C is the set of all Y ∈ [X ]ù

such that f[Y ]<ù ⊆ Y . S ⊆ [X ]ù is stationary if it intersects all club subsets of
[X ]ù . The f-closure of X is the smallest Y containing X such that f[Y ]<ù ⊆ Y .
If X is a set of ordinals then X denotes the topological closure of X in the order
topology. If ë < κ are regular cardinals, Sëκ is the set of points of cofinality ë
below κ.

§1. The main result. The purpose of this section is to show that MRP implies
that ëù = ë, for every cardinal ë > ù1 with cof (ë) > ù. We start by recalling the
relevant definitions from [11].

Definition 1. Let è be a regular cardinal, let X be uncountable, and let M ≺
H (è) be countable such that [X ]ù ∈M . A subset Σ of [X ]ù isM -stationary if for
all E ∈M such that E ⊆ [X ]ù is club, Σ ∩ E ∩M 6= ∅.

Recall that the Ellentuck topology on [X ]ù is obtained by declaring a set open if
it is the union of sets of the form

[x,N ] = {Y ∈ [X ]ù : x ⊆ Y ⊆ N}

where N ∈ [X ]ù and x ⊆ N is finite.

Definition 2. Σ is an open stationary set mapping if there is an uncountable set
X and a regular cardinal è such that [X ]ù ∈ H (è), the domain of Σ is a club in
[H (è)]ù of countable elementary submodels M such that X ∈ M and for all M ,
Σ(M ) ⊆ [X ]ù is open in the Ellentuck topology on [X ]ù andM -stationary.

The Mapping Reflection Principle (MRP) asserts that:

If Σ is an open stationary set mapping, there is a continuous ∈-chain
~N = (Nî : î < ù1) of elements in the domain of Σ such that for all limit
ordinals î < ù1 there is í < î such that Nç ∩ X ∈ Σ(Nî) for all ç such
that í < ç < î.

If (Nî : î < ù1) satisfies the conclusion ofMRP for Σ then it is said to be a reflecting
sequence for Σ. It is shown in [11] thatMRP is a consequence of PFA. We are now
ready to prove the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Assume MRP. Then ëℵ0 = ë, for every ë ≥ ù2 of uncountable
cofinality.
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Proof. We will prove the theorem by induction. The base case ë = ℵ2 is handled
by Moore’s result [11] thatMRP implies 2ℵ0 = ℵ2. If ë = κ+ with cof (κ) > ù then
ëℵ0 = ë · κℵ0 , so the result holds by the inductive hypothesis. If ë is a limit cardinal
and cof (ë) > ù then ëℵ0 = sup{ìℵ0 : ì < ë}, so the result also follows by the
inductive hypothesis. Thus, the only interesting case is when ë = κ+, withκ singular
of countable cofinality. In this case we will show, usingMRP, that κℵ0 = κ+.
Now, let κ be singular of countable cofinality and assume the theorem holds
below κ. Fix a sequence (Cä : ä ∈ κ

+) such that Cä is a club in ä of minimal order
type. In fact, we will be interested only in ordinals ä of cofinality ≤ ù1. For every
ordinal â < κ+ of countable cofinality, we fix a decomposition â =

⋃
n K(n, â)

such that:

(i) |K(n, â)| < κ, for all n,
(ii) K(n, â) ⊆ K(m,â), for n < m,
(iii) if ç < â is of cofinality ù1 then there is n such that Cç ⊆ K(n, â),
(iv) K(n, â) is a closed subset of â , for all n.

This is easily achieved, for example, as follows. First of all, fix an increasing
sequence (κn : n ∈ ù) of regular cardinals converging to κ. For all ç < κ+ let
φç : κ → ç be a surjection. Now set:

K(n, â) = φâ [κn] ∪
⋃

{Cç : ç ∈ φâ [κn] & cof (ç) = ù1}.

Fix also a partition {As : s ∈ κ<ù} of Sùκ+ into disjoint stationary sets. Let
D(n, â) be the set of all g ∈ κù such that there are infinitely many j such that
K(n, â) ∩ Ag↾j 6= ∅. Using the fact that K(n, â) is of size < κ and the inductive
hypothesis we immediately have the following.

Fact 1. D(n, â) is of size smaller than κ, for all n and â . ⊣

We will be done once we show the following.

Lemma 1. AssumeMRP. Then
⋃
{D(n, â) : n < ù and â < κ+} = κù .

Proof. Fix g ∈ κù . We have to find some (n, â) such that g ∈ D(n, â). We are
going to define an open stationary set mapping Σg and applyMRP. We first fix some
notation. Given a countable setX , we let äX = sup(X ∩κ+) andαX = sup(X ∩ù1).
If α < ã < ù1, let the height of α in ã be defined by htã(α) = |Cã ∩ α|. Fix a
sufficiently large regular cardinal è. SupposeM is a countable elementary submodel
of H (è) containing all the relevant information. Fix âM ∈ [äM , κ+) large enough
such that for every ã < κ+ of cofinality ù1 there is ç < âM of cofinality ù1 such
that Cã ∩M = Cç ∩M . If ã ∈ M ∩ κ+ let nã be the smallest integer l such that
ã ∈ K(l, âM ). Now, let Σg(M ) be the set of all X ∈ [M ∩κ+]ù such that αX < αM ,
äX < äM and letting m = htαM (αX ), we have that Ag↾m ∩ K(näX , âM ) 6= ∅. We will
show that Σg(M ) is open andM -stationary, for allM .

Claim 1. Σg(M ) is open.

Proof. Suppose X ∈ Σg(M ). First find α ∈ X ∩ ù1 such that htαM (α) =
htαM (αX ) = m. Let n = näX . By the definition of näX we have that äX 6∈ K(n −
1, âM ). Since K(n − 1, âM ) is a closed set, there is a ã below äX such that (ã, äX ] ∩
K(n − 1, âM ) = ∅. Pick ä ∈ X larger than ã. Then we have the following.

Subclaim 1. [{α, ä}, X ] ⊆ Σg(M ).
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Proof. If Y ∈ [{α, ä}, X ], clearly, we have that htαM (αY ) = m. Since ä ∈ Y
and Y ⊆ X we have that ä ≤ äY ≤ äX . By the above remarks we can conclude
that n = näX ≤ näY . Now, since X ∈ Σg(M ), K(näX , âM ) ∩ Ag↾m 6= ∅. Now by the
above considerations, K(näX , âM ) ⊆ K(näY , âM ) so K(näY , âM ) ∩ Ag↾m 6= ∅. Since
htαM (αY ) = m, Y ∈ Σg(M ). ⊣

Claim 2. Σg(M ) isM -stationary.

Proof. Given f : [κ+]<ù → κ+ belonging toM , we must find X ∈M ∩ Σg(M )
which is closed under f. First, find N ∈ M , a countable elementary submodel of
H (κ++) containing all the relevant objects for the argument below. Let htαM (αN ) =
m and find α ∈ N with the same height in αM . Now let C be the set of ä < κ+ such
thatf[ä]<ù ⊆ ä. ThenC is a club subset ofκ+ andC ∈ N . SinceAg↾m is stationary
in κ+ and, by our assumption it belongs toN , we can find ä ∈ C ∩Ag↾m ∩N . Then
ä ∈ K(nä , âM ) ∩ Ag↾m. Finally, let Z ∈ N be a countable set cofinal in ä and let X
be the f-closure of {α} ∪ Z. Then äX = ä and

m = htαM (α) ≤ htαM (αX ) ≤ htαM (αN ) = m.

SinceK(näX , âM )∩Ag↾m is nonempty,X ∈ Σg(M )∩M andX is closed underf. ⊣

Let (Mç : ç < ù1) be a reflecting sequence for Σg provided by MRP. Let
N =

⋃
çMç and ä = sup(N ∩ κ+). Let äç = sup(Mç ∩ κ+), for every ç < ù1.

We find a club E ⊆ ù1 such that {äç : ç ∈ E} ⊆ Cä and Mç ∩ ù1 = ç, for all
ç ∈ E. Let α be a limit point of E. For the rest of this proof letM = Mα . Now
Cä ∩M = Cã ∩M for some ã < âM , by the choice of âM . By (iii) of the definition
of K(i, âM ) there is an n such that Cã is a subset of K(n, âM ). We can conclude
that Cä ∩M is a subset of K(n, âM ).
Let í < α be such thatMç ∈ Σg(M ), for all ç such that í < ç < α. For any such
ç ∈ E, Mç ∈ M , so äç ∈ Cä ∩M ⊆ K(n, âM ). If ç ∈ E and htαM (ç) = j, then
Ag↾j ∩ K(näç , âM ) 6= ∅ and, since näç ≤ n, we have that K(näç , âM ) ⊆ K(n, âM ).
Now, for any i we can find an ç ∈ E such that í < ç < α and htαM (ç) ≥ i , so
there are infinitely many j such that Ag↾j ∩ K(n, âM ) 6= ∅, i.e. g ∈ D(n, âM ), as
desired. ⊣

Now we have the following immediate corollary.

Corollary 1. MRP implies SCH.

Proof. This follows by induction. By Silver’s theorem [12] the first cardinal
violating SCH cannot be singular strong limit of uncountable cofinality. On the
other hand, if κ is a singular strong limit cardinal of countable cofinality then, by
Theorem 1, 2κ = κℵ0 = κ+. ⊣

Remark. The proof of Theorem 1 shows that MRP implies the following weak
reflection of stationary sets. Suppose κ is a singular cardinal of countable cofinality
and {An : n < ù} is a collection of stationary subsets of κ+ consisting of ordinals
of countable cofinality. Then there n and â such thatAj ∩K(n, â) 6= ∅, for infinitely
many j. This should be compared with the proof of Solovay [13] that SCH holds
above a strongly compact and the result of Foreman, Magidor and Shelah [4] that
MM implies SCH. In fact, had we been interested only in proving thatMRP implies
SCH we could have avoided the use of the stationary sets {As : s ∈ κ<ù} as follows.
Fix a sequence (Cä : ä < κ

+) such that Cä is a club in ä of minimal order type, for
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every limit ä < κ+, and a decomposition â =
⋃
n K(n, â), for each â < κ

+ as in
the proof of Theorem 1. If ä < â < κ+, let n(ä, â) be the least integer n such that
ä ∈ K(n, â). Now, fix a sufficiently large regular cardinal è and define a set mapping
Σ as follows. Let M be a countable elementary submodel of H (è) containing all
the relevant information. Using the same notation as in Lemma 1, let Σ(M ) be the
set of all X ∈ [M ∩κ+]ù such that αX < αM , äX < äM and htαM (αX ) < n(äX , âM ).
As in Lemma 1 one shows that Σ(M ) is open, for everyM . Assuming κù > κ+,
but ëù < κ, for every ë < κ, one can show by an argument similar to the proof
of Claim 2, that Σ(M ) is M -stationary, for every M . Let (Mç : ç < ù1) be a
reflecting sequence for Σ provided byMRP. Using the same notation as in the proof
of Theorem 1 note that htαM (αMç ) is unbounded in ù as ç converges to α, while
n(äç , âM ) is bounded by n, a contradiction.

§2. PFA and inner models of set theory. The techniques presented in the previous
sections can be applied to investigate another interesting problem in the area of
forcing axioms. Since forcing axioms have been able to settle many of the classical
problems of set theory, we can expect that the models of a forcing axiom are in some
sense canonical. There are many ways in which one can give a precise formulation
to this concept. For example, one can studywhat kind of forcings can preservePFA,
or else if a modelV of a forcing axiom can have an interesting inner modelM of the
same forcing axiom. There are many results in this area, some of them very recent.
For instance, König and Yoshinobu [8, Theorem 6.1] showed that PFA is preserved
by ù2-closed forcing. The same holds for BPFA. In fact, BPFA is preserved by
any proper forcing that does not add subsets of ù1. In the other direction, in [14]
Veličković showed that if MM holds andM is an inner model such that ùM2 = ù2,
then P (ù1) ⊆ M . In a very recent paper Caicedo and Veličković [1] showed that
if M ⊆ V are models of BPFA and ùM2 = ù2 then P (ù1) ⊆ M . Their argument
also shows that if M ⊆ V are models of MRP and ùM2 = ù2, then P (ù) ⊆ M .
We can use the result of the previous section combined with this last result to show
that PFA is destroyed by many of the cardinal preserving notions of forcing which
add new ù-sequences. A result of this sort has been obtained by Moore in [10].

Theorem 2. LetV andW be two models of set theory with the same cardinals with

V ⊆ W . Assume V andW are both models of MRP and that, moreover, for every

cardinal κ, stationary subsets in V of (Sùκ+)
V are also stationary inW . Then V and

W have the same ù-sequences of ordinals.

Proof. Assume otherwise. We proceed by induction on the least cardinal κ such
that there in an ù-sequence of elements of κ which is in W , but not in V . The
base case ù is handled by the above result of Caicedo and Veličković. We now run
into two cases: either the least such κ has countable cofinality in V or it doesn’t.
The more involved case appears when cof V κ > ù. We present in some detail
how to prove the induction step in this situation. With minor modifications the
reader can supply the proof for the case that κ is of countable cofinality. First of
all notice that κ is regular in V , else a new cofinal ù-sequence has appeared in
cof V (κ) < κ, contradicting the minimality of κ. Now the idea is to redo the proof
of the previous section using a g ∈ κù \ V . However some extra care has to be
paid in the definition of the sets K(n, â). Let {As : s ∈ κ<ù} ∈ V be a partition
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of the points of countable V -cofinality of κ+ into disjoint stationary sets. By the
assumptions each As is still stationary inW . Fix (Eä : ä < κ

+& cof V ä ≥ ù1) ∈ V
such that for all ä in its domain, Eä is a club in ä of minimal V -order-type. So for
each ä, Eä has order type at most κ. Define in V , for all α < κ and â < κ

+, sets
K(α, â) such that â =

⋃
α K(α, â) and:

(i) |K(α, â)| < κ,
(ii) K(α, â) ⊆ K(ã, â) for α < ã,
(iii) if ç < â and cof V (ç) ∈ [ù1, κ), then there is α such that Eç ⊆ K(α, â),
(iv) K(α, â) is a closed subset of â .

This is easily achieved, for example, as follows. For all ç ∈ [κ, κ+) let φç : κ → ç
be a bijection. Now set:

K(α, â) = â ∩ φâ [α] ∪
⋃

{Eç : ç ∈ φâ [α] & |Eç| ≤ |α|}.

Define D(α, â) to be the set of all g ∈ κù such that there are infinitely many j such
that Ag↾j ∩ K(α, â) 6= ∅ and use the inductive hypothesis to get that D(α, â)V =
D(α, â)W . Since κ is the least cardinal with a new ù-sequence, it follows that
cofW (κ) = ù. Let g = (αn : n ∈ ù) ∈ W be cofinal in κ. From now on work in
W . Let K(n, â) := K(αn, â). Now as in the previous section use the parameters

{K(n, â) : n < ù& â < κ+}, {As : s ∈ κ
<ù}, g

to define Σg and show that it is an open stationary set mapping. We also refer to
the previous section for the notation.
Now, apply MRP to Σg and let (Mç : ç < ù1) be a reflecting sequence provided
by MRP. Let N =

⋃
çMç and ä = sup(N ∩ κ+). Notice that ä may have a larger

cofinality in V , however, on one side cof V (ä) ≤ κ since ä < κ+, on the other side,
since cofW ä = ù1, cof V ä 6= κ, else cofW ä = ù. This means that Eä has order
type less than κ. Let äç = sup(Mç ∩ κ+), for all ç. Find a club C ⊆ ù1 such that
{äç : ç ∈ C} ⊆ Eä andMç ∩ ù1 = ç, for all ç ∈ C . Let α be a limit point of C .
For the rest of this proof letM =Mα . Now Eä ∩M = Eã ∩M for some ã < âM ,
by the choice of âM . By (iii) of the definition of K(i, âM ) := K(αi , âM ) there is an
n such that Eã is a subset ofK(n, âM ). We can conclude that Eä ∩M is a subset of
K(n, âM ).
Let í < α be such thatMç ∈ Σg(M ), for all ç such that í < ç < α. For any such
ç ∈ C , Mç ∈ M , so äç ∈ Cä ∩M ⊆ K(n, âM ). If ç ∈ C and htαM (ç) = j, then
Ag↾j ∩K(näç , âM ) 6= ∅; and since näç ≤ n, K(näç , âM ) ⊆ K(n, âM ). Now, for any i
we can find an ç ∈ C such that í < ç < α and htαM (ç) ≥ i , so there are infinitely
many j such that Ag↾j ∩K(n, âM ) 6= ∅, i.e. g ∈ D(αn, âM ), as desired. ⊣

In fact the theorem can be proved under the milder assumptions that V andW
have the same cardinals, the same reals and, for every cardinal κ, there is in V a
partition {As : s ∈ κ<ù} of the points of κ+ of countableW -cofinality into disjoint
stationary sets. By a recent result of Larson developing on ideas of Todorčević it
is known that such partitions can be found in ZFC for κ = ù just assuming that
ùV1 = ù

W
1 . It is open whether for higher cardinals such partitions exists in ZFC. A

positive answer to this question would entail that if V ⊆ W are models with the
same reals and cardinals andW |= MRP then ORDù ∩ V = ORDù ∩W .
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